Abstract. A session type is an abstraction of a sequence of heterogeneous values sent over one channel between two communicating processes. Session types have been introduced to guarantee consistency of the exchanged data and, more recently, progress of the session, i.e., the property that once a communication has been established, well-formed programs will never starve at communication points. A relevant feature which influences progress is whether the communication is synchronous or asynchronous. In this paper, we first formulate a typed asynchronous multi-threaded object-oriented language with thread spawning, iterative and higher order sessions. Then we study its progress through a new effect system. As far as we know, ours is the first session type system which assures progress in asynchronous communication.
Introduction
Distributed and concurrent programming paradigms are increasingly interesting, owing to the huge amount of distributed applications and services spread on the Internet. This gives a strong motivation to the study of specifications and implementations of these programs together with techniques for the formal verification of their properties. One of the crucial aspects is that of protocol specification: this consists in checking the coherence and safety of sequences of message interchanges that take place between a number of parties cooperating in carrying out some specific task. The use of type systems to formalise this kind of protocols has interested many researchers: in particular, session types [16, 25] are recently focussed as a promising type discipline for structuring hand-shake communications. Interaction between processes is achieved by specifying corresponding sequences of messages through private channels. Such sequences are associated with session types, that assures that the two parties at each end of a channel perform consistent and complementary actions. Session types are assigned to communication channels and are shared among processes. For example, the session type begin.?int.!bool.end expresses that, after beginning the session, (begin), an integer will be received (?int), then a boolean value will be sent (!bool), and finally it is closed (end).
Session types have been studied for several different settings, i.e., for π-calculusbased formalisms [2, 11, 14, 16, 25] , for CORBA [26] , for functional languages [13, 27] , for boxed ambients [10] , and recently, for CDL, a W3C standard description language for Web Services [3, 4, 17, 24, 28] . In [6] the notion of session types was investigated in the framework of object oriented languages. Such an integration has been attempted before only in [7, 26] and more recently in [5] .
The integration of type-safe communication patterns with object-oriented programming idioms is done in [6] via the language MOOSE, a multi-threaded object-oriented core language augmented with session types. The type system of MOOSE has been designed not only to assure the type safety of the communication protocols, but also the progress property, i.e., that a communication session, when started, is executed without risk that processes in a session are blocked in a deadlock state. The first property is a consequence of the subject reduction property, which has been shown to be a critical one for calculi involving session types. A recent article [29] analyses this issue in details, comparing different reduction rules and typing systems appeared in the literature [2, 11, 16, 27] .
The progress property, which also is an essential requirement for all kinds of applications, does not seem to have been considered before [6, 7] in the literature. The operational semantics of MOOSE, however, requires communications on a channel to be synchronous, i.e., they can take place only when both processes involved in a communication are ready to perform the corresponding action. This is a strong requirement that can sometime generate deadlocks. Take for instance the parallel of the following processes: Here connect c 0 opens the session over channel c 0, c 0.send (3) sends value 3 via c 0, and c 0.receive receives a value via c 0. These two processes in parallel, after having opened one connection on channel c 0 and one on channel c 1, cannot mutually exchange an integer on these channels. The resulting process would be stuck with the reduction rules of [6] , since Q 0 and Q 1 are both waiting for a receiving action to synchronise.
In this paper we consider an asynchronous version of MOOSE, named AMOOSE: channels are buffered and can perform input and output actions at different times. This extension allows the senders to send messages without being blocked, reducing an overhead waiting for heavy synchronisation which the original synchronous session types require. Session types with asynchronous communication over buffered channels have been considered in [12, 22] for functional languages, and in [9] for operating system services, to enforce efficient and safe message exchanges. These papers do not consider the progress property. In Java, this asynchronous semantics is found in many communication APIs such as Socket [19] and NIO [20] . Further, with the asynchrony, we naturally obtain more programs with progress: in the above example, for instance, the sending actions transmit the output values to the buffered channels and running of Q 0 and Q 1 in parallel can progress and reach safely its natural end.
In [6] a single type system was defined to assure both type safety and progress. These two properties, however, are rather orthogonal: there seems to be no strong connection between them. In this paper we have chosen to define a type system for type safety and an effect system for progress. This de-coupling results in simpler systems and it allows a better understanding of the conditions needed to assure each property.
Structure of the paper. The syntax and operational semantics of AMOOSE will be introduced in Section 2, the typing system and the main definitions to formulate the subject reduction property will be introduced in Section 3. Progress properties will be discussed in Section 4. The complete proof of the subject reduction theorem is given in the Appendix.
Syntax and Operational Semantics

Syntax
In Fig. 1 we describe the syntax of AMOOSE, which is essentially that of the language MOOSE [6] ; AMOOSE and MOOSE differ in the operational semantics, since in AMOOSE output is asynchronous, and the exchange of data between processes is realised via buffers in the queues associated to channels. We distinguish user syntax, i.e., source level code, and runtime syntax, which includes null pointer exceptions, threads and heaps.
Channels We distinguish shared channels and live channels. They both can be parameters of procedures. We deviate from [6] introducing polarised live channels [11, 29] .
Shared channels are only used to decide if two threads can communicate. After a connection is established the shared channel is replaced by a couple of fresh live channels having a different polarity, + or −, one for each of the communicating threads. We denote by k p in the same thread both the receiving channel of polarity p and the sending channel of opposite polarityp: this will be clear from the operational semantics. Note that the meaning of polarities is different from that in [11] , where polarities simply represent the two ends of a (unique) session channel. As a notational convention we will always use c , . . . to denote shared channels and k p , k User syntax The metavariable t ranges over types for expressions, ρ ranges over running session types, C ranges over class names and s ranges over shared session types. Each session type s has one corresponding dual, denoted s , which is obtained by replacing each ! (output) by ? (input) and vice versa. We introduce the full syntax of types in § 3. Class and method declarations are as usual.
The syntax of user expressions e , e is standard but for the channel constructor new (s , s ), which builds a fresh shared channel used to establish a private session, and the communication expressions, i.e., connect u s {e } and all the expressions in the last three lines.
The first line gives parameter, value, the self identifier this, sequence of expressions, assignment to fields, field access, method call, and object creation. The values are channels, null, and the literals true and false. Thread creation is declared using spawn { e }, in which the expression e is called the thread body. The expression connect u s {e } starts a session: the channel u appears within the term {e } in session communications that agree with session type s . The remaining eight expressions, which realise the exchanges of data, are called session expressions, and start with "u . "; we call u the subject of such expressions. In the below explanation session expressions are pairwise coupled: we say that expressions in the same pair and with the same subject are dual to each other.
The first pair is for exchange of values (which can be shared channels): u .receive receives a value via u , while u .send (e ) evaluates e and sends the result over u . The second pair expresses live channel exchange: in u .receiveS (x ){e } the received channel will be bound to x within e , in which x is used for communications. The expression u .sendS (u ) sends the channel u over u . The third pair is for conditional communication: u .receiveIf {e }{e } receives a boolean value via channel u , and if it is true continues with e , otherwise with e ; the expression u .sendIf (e ){e }{e } first evaluates the boolean expression e , then sends the result via channel u and if the result was true continues with e , otherwise with e . The fourth is for iterative communication: the expression u .receiveWhile {e } receives a boolean value via channel u , and if it is true continues with e and iterates, otherwise ends; the expression u .sendWhile (e ){e } first evaluates the boolean expression e , then it sends its result via channel u and if the result was true continues with e and iterates, otherwise it ends.
Runtime syntax The runtime syntax (shown shaded in Fig. 1 ) extends the user syntax: it adds NullExc to expressions, denoting the null pointer error; includes polarised live channels; extends values to allow for object identifiers o , which denote references to instances of classes; finally, introduces threads running in parallel. Single and multiple threads are ranged over by P, P . The expression P | P says that P and P are running in parallel.
Heaps, ranged over h, are built inductively using the heap composition operator '::', and contain mappings of object identifiers to instances of classes, shared channels and mappings of polarised channels to queues of values. In particular, a heap will contain the set of objects and fresh channels, both shared and live, that have been created since the beginning of execution. The heap produced by composing h :: [o → (C,f :ṽ )] will map o to the object (C,f :ṽ ), where C is the class name andf :ṽ is a representation for the vector of distinct mappings from field names to their values for this instance. The heap produced by composing h :: c will contain the fresh shared channel c . The heap produced by composing h :: [k p →ṽ ] will map the live channel k p to the queuẽ v . Heap membership for object identifiers and channels is checked using standard set notation, we therefore write it as o ∈ h, c ∈ h, and k p ∈ h. Heap update for objects is written h[o → (C,f :ṽ )], for polarised channels h[k p →ṽ ], and field update is written
We assume that the heap is unordered, i.e., satisfying equivalences like
where υ denotes generic heap elements. With some abuse of notation the operator " :: " denotes heap concatenation without making distinction between heaps and heap elements.
Operational Semantics
This subsection presents the operational semantics of AMOOSE: the main difference with respect to [6] is that in AMOOSE output is asynchronous and the values are exchanged through queues associated to live channels in the heap. In the reduction rules then the heap plays an essential role also in communications. We only discuss the more interesting rules. First we list the evaluation contexts.
Since heaps associate queues only to live channels, we can reduce only session expressions whose subjects are live channels. Moreover shared channels are sent by send , while live channels are sent by sendS . For this reason there are no evaluation contexts of the shapes E.send (e ), k p .sendS (E) etc. Fig. 2 defines auxiliary functions used in the operational semantics and typing rules. We assume a fixed, global class table CT, which as usual contains Object as topmost class.
Expressions Fig. 3 shows the rules for execution of expressions which correspond to the sequential part of the language. The rules not involving communications are standard [1, 8, 18] , but for the addition of a fresh shared channel to the heap (rule NewS → ). In rule NewC → the auxiliary function fields(C) examines the class table and returns the field declarations for C. The method invocation rule is Meth → ; the auxiliary function Field lookup
Method lookup
Method body lookup
τ is either t or ρ. mbody(m ,C) looks up m in the class C, and returns a pair consisting of the formal parameter names and the method's code. The result is the method body where the keyword this is replaced by the object identifier o , and the formal parametersx are replaced by the actual parametersṽ .
The operator ":" denotes queue concatenation without making distinction between elements and queues. Thus v :ṽ denotes a queue beginning with v andṽ : v a queue ending with v .
The send communication rules put values in the queues associated to the live channels with the same names and opposite polarity of the expression subjects. The receive communication rules instead take values in the queues associated to the expression subjects. In rules SendS → and ReceiveS → standard values are exchanged from expressions to queues. Rule SendSS → puts a live channel in the queue: the opposite rule ReceiveSS → (see Fig. 4 ) is discussed below since it spawns a new thread. In the conditional rules (SendSIf-true → , SendSIf-false → , ReceiveSIf-true → , ReceiveSIf-false → ) depending on the value of the boolean, the execution proceeds with either the first or the second branch. The iterative rules (SendSWhile → , ReceiveSWhile → ) simply express the iteration by means of the conditional. An elementary expression reduction is a reduction defined by any of the expression reduction rules except rule Cong → .
Threads The reduction rules for threads, shown in Fig. 4 , are given modulo the standard structural equivalence rules of the π-calculus [21] , written ≡. We define multi-step reduction as:
When spawn { e } is the active redex within an arbitrary evaluation context, the thread body e becomes a new thread, and the original spawn expression is replaced by null in the context. This is expressed by rule Spawn → .
Rule Connect → describes the opening of sessions: if two threads require a session on the same shared channel name c with dual session types, then two new fresh live channels k + and k − with the same name but opposite polarities are created and added to the heap with empty queues. The freshness of the name k guarantees privacy and bilinearity of the session communication between the two threads. Finally, the two connect expressions are replaced by their respective session bodies, where the shared channel c has been substituted by the live channels k + and k − , respectively.
In rule ReceiveSS → one thread awaits to receive a live channel, which will be bound to the variable x within the expression e . Notice that the receiver spawns a new thread to handle the consumption of the delegated session. This strategy avoids deadlocks in the presence of circular paths of session delegation [6] .
We say that a heap h is balanced if k p ∈ h implies kp ∈ h. We only consider balanced heaps: it is easy to verify that reduction rules preserve balance of heaps.
Proposition 2.1. If P, h −→ P , h and h is balanced, then h is balanced too.
The type system discussed in this section is designed to guarantee linearity of live channels and communication error freedom. These properties are consequences of the Subject Reduction Theorem. Instead this system does not assure progress, which we will consider in next section.
Types
The full syntax of types is given in Fig. 5 .
partial session type η ::= π.end | † η, η | π.η ended session type ρ ::= π | η running session type s ::= begin.η shared session type Partial session types, ranged over by π, represent sequences of communications, where ε is the empty communication, and π 1 .π 2 consists of the communications in π 1 followed by those in π 2 . We use † as a convenient abbreviation that ranges over {!, ?}. The partial session types !t and ?t express respectively the sending and reception of a value of type t .
The conditional partial session type has the shape † π 1 , π 2 . When † is !, † π 1 , π 2 describes sessions which send a boolean value and proceed with π 1 if the value is true, or π 2 if the value is false; when † is ?, the behaviour is the same, except that the boolean that determines the branch is to be received instead. The iterative partial session type † π * describes sessions that respectively send or receive a boolean value, and if that value is true continue with π, iterating, while if the value is false, do nothing.
The partial session types !(η) and ?(η) represent the exchange of a live channel, and therefore of an active session, with remaining communications determined by the ended session type η. Note that typing the live channel by η instead of π ensures that this channel is no longer used in the sending thread.
An ended session type, η, is a partial session type concatenated either with end or with a conditional whose branches in turn are both ended session types. It expresses a sequence of communications with its termination, i.e., no further communications on that channel are allowed at the end. A conditional ended session type allows to type spawns or connects in the branches.
We use ρ to range over both partial session types and ended session types: we call it a running session type.
A shared session type, s , starts with the keyword begin and has one or more endpoints, denoted by end. Between the start and each ending point, a sequence of session parts describe the communication protocol.
A session type θ is a running session type or a shared session type. Standard types, t , are either class identifiers (C), or booleans (bool ), or shared session types (s ), or pairs of shared session types with their duals (i.e., (s , s )).
Each session type θ has a corresponding dual, denoted θ, which is obtained as follows
Note that θ = θ if and only if θ = θ.
We type expressions and threads with respect to the global class table CT, as reflected in the rules of Fig. 6 which define well-formed standard types. By dom(CT) we denote the domain of the class table CT, i.e., the set of classes declared in CT. In Fig. 6 we also define subtyping, <:, on class names: we assume that the subclassing is acyclic as in [18] . In addition, we have (s , s ) <: s and (s , s ) <: s , as in standard π-calculus channel subtyping rules [15] : a channel on which both communication directions are allowed may also transmit data following only one of the two directions.
Typing Rules
The typing judgements for expressions and threads have two environments, i.e., they have the shape: Γ; Σ e : t Γ; Σ P : thread where the standard environment Γ associates standard types to this, parameters, objects, and channels, while the session environment Σ contains only judgements for channel names and variables. Fig. 6 defines well-formedness of standard and session environments, where the domain of an environment is defined as usual and denoted by dom(). In Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we give the typing rules for expressions and threads. In the typing rules for expressions the session environments of the conclusions are obtained from those of the premises and possibly other session environments using the concatenation operator, •, defined below. We consider different cases for the concatenation of running session types since we want to avoid to have meaningless ε. As usual, ⊥ stands for undefined.
end and ρ is a partial session type ρ.ρ if ρ is a partial session type ⊥ otherwise.
Standard Environments and Well-formed Standard Environments
Session Environments and Well-formed Session Environments -
The concatenation of two running session types ρ and ρ is the unique running session type (if it exists) which prescribes all the communications of ρ followed by all those of ρ . The concatenation only exists if ρ is a partial session type. The extension to session environments is straightforward. The typing rules concatenate the session environments to take into account the order of execution of expressions. We adopt the convention that typing rules are applicable only when the session environments in the conclusions are defined.
In the following we discuss the most interesting typing rules for expressions.
Rule Spawn requires that all sessions used by the spawned thread are finally consumed, i.e., they are all ended session types. This is necessary in order to avoid con- figurations that break the bilinearity condition. The consumption is guaranteed by the condition ended(Σ), since we define:
ended(Σ) = ∀u : ρ ∈ Σ. ρ is an ended session type.
Rule Meth retrieves the type of the method m from the class table using the auxiliary function mtype(m,C), defined in Fig. 2 . The session environments of the premises are concatenated with {u 1 :ρ 1 , . . . , u m :ρ m }, which represents the communication protocols of the live channels u 1 , . . . , u m during the execution of the method body.
Rule Conn ensures that a session body properly uses its shared channel according to the required session type. The first premise says that the channel identifier used for the session (a ) can be typed with the appropriate shared session type (begin.η). The second premise ensures that the session body can be typed in the restricted environment Γ \ a with session environment containing a : η.
In rules ReceiveIF and SendIF both ρ 1 and ρ 2 are either partial session types or ended session types -this is guaranteed by the syntax of conditional session types.
The rule WeakES, where ES stands for empty session, is necessary to type a branch of a conditional expression, where the channel which is the subject of the conditional is not used. Rule WeakE, where E stands for end, allows us to obtain ended session types as predicates of session environments in order to apply rules Conn, Spawn and ReceiveS. 
Typing Rules for Communication
Expressions Conn Γ a : begin.η Γ \ a ; Σ, a : η e : t Γ; Σ connect a begin.η {e } : t Send Γ; Σ e : t Γ; Σ • {u :!t } u .send ( e ) : Object Receive Γ ok t : tp Γ; {u : ?t } u .receive : t SendS Γ ok η= ε.end Γ; {u : η, u : !( η)} u .sendS (u ) : Object ReceiveS Γ \ x ; Σ, x : η e : t η = ε.end ended(Σ) Γ; {u : ?( η)} • Σ u .receiveS (x ){e } : Object SendIf Γ; Σ 0 e : bool Γ; Σ, u : ρ i e i : t i ∈ {1, 2} Γ; Σ 0 • Σ, u :! ρ 1 , ρ 2 u .sendIf (e ){e 1 }{e 2 } : t ReceiveIf Γ; Σ, u : ρ i e i : t i ∈ {1, 2} Γ; Σ, u :? ρ 1 , ρ 2 u .Γ; Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 P 1 | P 2 : threadΓ; h null : C HCha Γ(c ) <: t Γ; h c : t HObj h(o ) = (C , . . . ) C <: Γ(o ) <: C Γ; h o : C WfObj h(o ) = (C,f :ṽ ) fields(C) =ft Γ; h v i : t i Γ; h o
Subject Reduction
We will consider only reductions of well-typed expressions and threads. We define types of run time entities in the standard way. The judgment is defined in Fig. 11 . The judgment Γ; h v : t guarantees that the runtime value v has type t . The judgment Γ; h o guarantees that the object o is well-formed, i.e., that its fields contain values according to the declared field types in C, the class of that object. Note that in rule WfObj the equality in the first premise simply asserts that there is an object o in the heap h, while the conclusion asserts that o is well-formed. In order to formalise agreement between session environments and heaps, it is handy to introduce some definitions. We start by determining the initial and the final parts of a running session type.
A basic session type (s-basic type for short) is a session type of the form †t or †(η) or † ρ 1 , ρ 2 or † π * . Let β be a s-basic type. We denote with βψ a session type which begins with β and has the form β.ρ or β.end or β. In these cases let us call ψ the continuation of βψ. If βψ stands for β or β.end we say that the continuation ψ is light. The core domain of a session environment Σ (notation cored(Σ)) is the set of subjects in Σ whose predicates do not belong to {ε, ε.end}.
The channel range of an heap h (notation ran c (h)) is the set of live channels which occur in h inside value queues:
A heap h agrees with a session environment Σ if each value which is in the queue associated to a live channel k p in h has the type expected by Σ(k p ). We formalise this by means of an inductive definition on the (sum of) the sizes of the queues associated by h to the live channels in the core domain of Σ. The base step is when all these live channels are associated to empty queues and there are no channels in the heap waiting to be activated by receiveS expressions. In the induction cases each top value of a queue associated to a channel is checked against the running session type of that channel in the environment. If this check fails the heap and the session environment do not agree, otherwise both the queue and the environment are updated and the check is inductively applied to the resulting heap and session environment. The induction terminates since at each step a top value in a queue is popped out. Note that, when the considered value is a channel k q 0 of type η, we add the statement k q 0 : η to the session environment: this is necessary to type the expression receiving the channel k q 0 . Clearly the order in which the live channels in the heap are considered is not influential. Definition 3.1. Fig. 12 defines the agreement A(Σ; h) of a session environment Σ with a heap h.
if h(k p ) = false :ṽ and Σ(k p ) =? π * ψ false otherwise We are now able to formulate the agreement between environments and heaps though the following rule:
In the remaining of this section we outline the proof of subject reduction, while we give full details and proofs in the Appendix.
Standard ingredients of Subject Reduction proofs are Generation Lemmas. The Generation Lemmas in this work are somewhat unusual, because, due to the nonstructural rules, when an expression is typed, the session environment used in the typing can be augmented by ending partial session types or by introducing ε-predicates. For example, Γ; Σ x : t does not imply that Σ = / 0; instead, it implies that cored(Σ) = / 0. In order to express the Generation Lemmas, we define the partial order among session environments, which basically reflects the differences introduced through the application of nonstructural rules.
Definition 3.2 (Weakening Order )
. Σ Σ is the smallest partial order such that:
Note that is defined in such a way that, if Σ is well-formed and Σ Σ , then also Σ is well-formed. Generation Lemmas for standard expressions, communication expressions, and processes are given in the Appendix (see Lemmas A.2, A.3 and A.4) and make use of the relation . For example, Γ; Σ u .send ( e ) : t implies t = Object and Γ; Σ e : t and Σ • {u : !t } Σ for some Σ , t .
The following lemma states that the ordering relation preserves the types of expressions and threads, and its proof is easy using the non structural typing rules and Generation Lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 (Weakening).
Let Σ Σ , then 1. Γ; Σ e : t implies Γ; Σ e : t ; 2. Γ; Σ P : thread implies Γ; Σ P : thread .
Using the above lemma and the Generation Lemmas one can show that structural equivalence preserves typing.
Lemma 3.4 (Preservation of Typing under Structural Equivalence)
. If Γ; Σ P : thread and P ≡ P , then Γ; Σ P : thread . On the other hand, Lemma 3.6 allows the combination of the typing of E[x ] and the typing of e , provided that the contexts Σ 1 and Σ 2 used for the two typings can be composed through •, and that the type of e is the same as that of x in the first typing.
Lemma 3.6 (Context Substitution). If Γ; Σ 1 e : t , and Γ, x : t ; Σ 2 E[x ] : t , and
For stating the Subject Reduction Theorem we need to introduce a partial order (called evaluation order) between running session types which takes into account that session types are consumed by reducing terms (Point 1). This evaluation order is also extended to pairs of session environments and heaps in two ways. The first order (Point 2) requires the types for the same live channels in the session environments are consistent through an expression reduction, i.e., that they take into account the consumed actions (first case) and, in the case that a live channel is transmitted or received, that this is correctly registered in the environment and in the heap (the other two cases). The second order (Point 3) extends the first one taking into account that new live channels can be created in a heap via evaluation of connect expressions.
Definition 3.7 (Evaluation Order).
1. is defined as the smallest partial order on running session types such that: ε ρ; ε.end η;
We define Σ ; h Σ; h if whenever k p , kp ∈ h we have k p , kp ∈ h and moreover one of the following conditions is satisfied: (a) k p : ρ ∈ Σ and k p : ρ ∈ Σ and ρ ρ; (b) k p ∈ cored(Σ ) and k p ∈ cored(Σ) and k p ∈ ran c (h ) and k p ∈ ran c (h); (c) k p ∈ cored(Σ ) and k p ∈ cored(Σ) and k p ∈ ran c (h ) and k p ∈ ran c (h). 3. We define Σ ; h Σ; h if whenever k p , kp ∈ h we have: -either k p , kp ∈ h and one of the conditions (2a), (2b), (2c) is satisfied; -or k p , kp / ∈ h and k p , kp / ∈ dom(Σ) and k p : ρ, kp : ρ ∈ Σ for some ρ.
Note that and as defined above are partial order relations.
We can now state the Subject Reduction theorem:
Theorem 3.8 (Subject Reduction). 1. Γ; Σ e : t and Γ; Σ h and e , h −→ e , h via an expression reduction imply Γ ; Σ e : t and Γ ; Σ h , where Γ ⊆ Γ and Σ ; h Σ; h . 2. Γ; Σ e : t and Γ; Σ h and e , h −→ e 1 | e 2 , h via a thread reduction imply Γ; Σ e 1 | e 2 : thread and Γ; Σ h where Σ ; h Σ; h . 3. Γ; Σ P : thread and Γ; Σ h and P, h −→ P , h imply Γ ; Σ P : thread and Γ ; Σ h where Γ ⊆ Γ and Σ ; h Σ; h .
The proof, given in the Appendix, is by induction on the derivation e , h −→ e , h or P, h −→ P , h . It uses the Generation Lemmas, the Subderivations Lemma, and the Context Substitution Lemma, as well as further lemmas, stated and proven in the Appendix, and which deal with properties of the relation , of the operation •, weakening, and substitutions.
The Subject Reduction Theorem assures that, in well-typed processes, when a receiving expression is executed, the input value is consistent with the type of receiving channel. This does not guarantee that once a session started, all required communications will be really executed: a process could be stuck in a deadlock even if it is well-typed. The deadlock freedom is usually called progress in the literature, see e.g. [23] . Progress has not been considered in most previous works on synchronous and asynchronous session type systems [2, 9, 11, 12, 16, 22, 27] . Also in our system well typing does not guarantees progress, as the following example shows.
Example 4.1. Take the following processes P 0 and P 1 :
The process P 0 | P 1 running from an empty heap reduces to:
which is stuck even if it is well-typed.
Following essentially ideas from [6] we propose an effect system which assures progress of AMOOSE processes.
We consider a process being stuck if all its non terminated threads are waiting for a communication on channels whose associated queues are empty, and which cannot be fed by any sending expression. More formally we have the following notion. Definition 4.2. A process P 0 has the progress property if P 0 , [ ] → → P, h implies that one of the following holds.
-In P, all expressions are values, i.e., P ≡ ∏ 0≤i <n v i ; -P, h −→ P , h ; -P throws a null pointer exception, i.e., P ≡ NullExc | Q; -P stops with a connect waiting for its dual instruction, i.e., P ≡ E[connect c s {e }] | Q.
A process with the progress property can stop only if its component threads either have terminated their associated computation leading to values or at least one of them either throws an exception or it is waiting for a connection through the execution of a connect statement. In this last case a new process entering the system can restart the computation opening a new channel via the execution of the connect expression.
We now give a set of inference rules that assures that all processes satisfying them have the progress property. A difference with [6, 7] is that there the type system itself was assuring the progress property, while here we separated the two goals. More interestingly the asynchronicity of output allows more permissive requirements.
With the output being asynchronous, processes can only stop on receiving expressions. For this reason we require that in the body of a session opened on channel c all receiving expressions have c as a subject. In Example 4.1 we see that the expression c 0 .receive is in the body of the session opened on channel c 1 . It is easy to verify that if this expression is moved past the end of the session opened on c 1 , the resulting process has the progress property. Note that swapping the sending and receiving expressions in both P 0 and P 1 the resulting process would be stuck in the system of [6] .
Output expressions can always be reduced, but they can in some cases produce deadlocks by sending channels whose session expressions cannot be executed by the receiving process (see Example 4.4). For this reason we require that in the body of a session opened on channel c all expressions sending channels have c as subject.
A method call must respect the same conditions, and this is assured by the new rules for well-formed methods of Fig. 13 .
We will define formally in Definition 4.5 the notion of critical expression: for now a critical expression is an expression which can produce deadlock if its use is not disciplined. Critical expressions are mostly session expressions, but also a method call can be critical. The set containing the subject of a critical expression (this notion will be generalised to method calls too) is said to be the hot set of the expression. As motivated below, we will force all critical expressions occurring in the body a session to have the same hot set containing only the channel on which the session has been opened. The notion of hot set can be naturally propagated through composition and spawning.
A channel is used in an expression if it occurs in the expression as subject of a session expression, or as a channel communicated by a sendS expression, or as actual parameter with a running session type of a procedure call.
The judgements of our effect system have the form e U; H where U (the used channel set) is the set of used channels in e and H is the hot set of e . The set of used channels is motivated essentially by rule ReceiveS (see Fig. 14) .
We define the singleton-union of two hot sets H 1 and H 2 (notation H 1 H 2 ) as:
The used channels and the hot set of an expression are derived by the set of inference rules given in Fig. 13 and 14 . The key observations are:
-a channel which is subject of a critical subexpression of an expression must be used in the whole expression (i.e., if e U; H , then H ⊆ U);
-a channel which is used in a typed expression must be the subject of an assumption in the session environment which types that expression (i.e., if e U; H and Γ; Σ e : t , then U ⊆ dom(Σ)).
The rules in Fig. 13 are quite natural, except for those concerning method calls that will be discussed later. Rule Seq takes the union of the two used channel sets and the singleton-union of the two hot sets.
As for the rules for communication expressions, note that a send expression can stay everywhere, its hot set is then the hot set of the expression which is sent (rule Send ), while the hot set of a receive expression is forced to be the set containing the subject of the expression (rule Receive ). We have two rules for the receiveS expressions. If the body of the receiveS expression has an empty hot set, then there are no restrictions on the possible channels used in it (rule ReceiveSA ). Instead, if {x } is the hot set of the body of a receiveS(x) , then we must require that no other channel is used in this body (rule ReceiveS ), as the following example shows. where s 0 = begin.?int .end and s 1 = begin.!(?int .end).end and s 2 = begin.!(!int .end).end.
The process P 2 | P 3 starting from an empty heap reduces to:
which is stuck. But also the original program does agree neither with rule ReceiveS nor with rule ReceiveSA . In fact in this case {x } and {c 0 } are respectively the hot set and the set of used channels of the receiveS expression body. This example shows also that two live channels with the same name and opposite polarities can occur in the same thread.
The following example shows that some care must be taken also in handling the sendS expressions, that can as well destroy progress. We avoid this by forcing the hot sets of sendS expressions to contain their subjects. 
which is stuck. Note that P 4 cannot be typed since SendS requires c 0 as hot set.
The rules SendWhile and ReceiveWhile are justified by comparing them with the typing rules SendWhile and ReceiveWhile (see Fig. 8 ) and taking into account that the set of used channels must be a subset of the domain of the session environment.
According to the reduction rule Meth → a method call corresponds to the replacement of the method body for the call statement. So the used channels of the call can be identified with its live channel parameters. A method can have a non-empty hot set if its body contains critical expressions: in this case we convene the hot channel to be the first channel parameter. A method t m (tx ,ρỹ ) { e } is cold if it is well-formed according to rule MCold (i.e., if the hot set of its body is empty) and hot if it is well-formed according rule MHot , i.e., if the hot set of its body is {y 1 }. We add this information to the method type by decorating the arrow respectively by and ⊕, i.e., we gett ,ρ → t andt ,ρ ⊕ → t . The subject of a hot method call is the actual parameter which replaces the formal parameter y 1 .
A last remark concerns rule Spawn , in which we require the hot set be preserved in the spawned expression. Referring to Example 4.1, let P 1 be the process obtained by replacing c 0 .receive ; c 1 .send (3) with spawn {c 0 .receive ; c 1 .send (3)} in P 1 . Then P 1 could be typed if in rule Spawn the hot set of the conclusion would be the empty set, but also P 0 | P 1 leads to a deadlock.
We can now formally define the notion of critical expression.
Definition 4.5. We say that an expression e is critical if it is either a receive , receiveS , receiveIf , sendS , receiveWhile expression or it is a hot method call. If e is a critical expression, we denote by sub(e ) its subject. A critical expression is live if its subject is a live channel.
In the remaining of the present section we will show that the above rules assure the progress property. Obviously we must consider computations whose starting process is well-typed and closed.
We say that a process P is initial if P = ∏ 1≤i≤n e i , all e i are user expressions and Γ; / 0 P, [ ] and the domain of Γ does not contain variables and
The following two lemmas can be easily proved by induction on derivations.
A direct subexpression of e is a subexpression of e which does not occur in the body of a connect or receiveS . 2. If H = {u }, then all critical direct subexpressions of e have u as subject.
3. All critical and live subexpressions of e are direct subexpressions of e .
We use ϕ to range over t , (η), ρ, ρ , and π * and we define:
By |ρ| we denote the number of symbols which occur in ρ. A last definition is handy for taking into account the order in which expressions are reduced. Proof. The proof is by cases on the kind of expression reduction. We consider two paradigmatic cases. Rule SendS → . Let e = k p .send (v ) and h = h :: [kp →ṽ ]. We have:
By Lemmas A.3(3) and A.2 (1)- (4) we have t = Object and for some Σ , t :
By 2), 3), and Lemma A.6(1) we get: 
By Lemmas A.3(5) we have t = Object and for some η = ε.end: 1) {k p :!(η), k q 0 : η} Σ. By 1), and Lemma A.6(1) (note that η is ended) we get: It is handy to extend to heaps the concatenation operator defined for running session types and session environments at page 10. Theorem 3.8 (Subject Reduction).
1. Γ; Σ e : t and Γ; Σ h and e , h −→ e , h via an expression reduction imply Γ ; Σ e : t and Γ ; Σ h , where Γ ⊆ Γ and Σ ; h Σ; h . 2. Γ; Σ e : t and Γ; Σ h and e , h −→ e 1 | e 2 , h via a thread reduction imply Γ; Σ e 1 | e 2 : thread and Γ; Σ h where Σ ; h Σ; h . 3. Γ; Σ P:thread and Γ; Σ h and P, h −→ P , h imply Γ ; Σ P :thread and Γ ; Σ h where Γ ⊆ Γ and Σ ; h Σ; h . 
